SAP Ariba Benchmark

Customer

SAMPLE DELIVERABLE TO PROVIDE ILLUSTRATION OF SAMPLE
BENCHMARK METRICS. DATA USED IS FICTITIOUS

Customized key observations based on our understanding of your
performance

Comprehensive
coverage of sourceto-pay process

Customized
observations based
on participant’s
data from survey
and adoption of
solutions
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Sourcing performance metrics that measures savings, cycle times and
productivity rates
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Contract Management metrics that measure contracting effectiveness,
compliance, cycle time and performance
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Operational procurement metrics that measure spend under
management, productivity rate, electronic connectivity and cycle times
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Accounts payable metrics that measure productivity rate, electronic
connectivity, exception rates and cycle times
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Working capital metrics that measure effectiveness, DPO, cycle
times and discounts captured
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Headcount and cost metrics that measure Procurement’s cost structure
and headcount to support Procurement’s operating model
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Best Practices that provide qualitative feedback on the adoption of
practices across the organization
Best Practice

Company Internal
Gap
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1

Supplier relationship management is focused on activities to
drive benefits for both buyers and suppliers

1
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Strategic suppliers are leveraged via a formalized program to
share ideas, new innovations and contribute to problem solving
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The organization considers risk monitoring as a continuous
process from onboarding and qualification to performance
management
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Customer Desired Maturity
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Customer Current Maturity
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